In order to enable careful referreeing, Draft Final Papers received after the deadline will be returned.
Authors will be notified about acceptance no later than 15 November 1985.
The publisher of the proceedings will provide them with detailed instructions for the preparation of the Final Paper.
It is understood that the paper will be presented personally at the Meeting by the contributor.
S YMPOS1A
• General Systems Methodology The aim of this Conference is to help determine and assess future developments and impacts of AI in order to avoid potential damage and to encourage socially helpful and economically useful AI research and applications. It is addressed to -the concerned AI researcher, -the decision-maker in private companies, government, and funding institutions, and -everybody who wants to know more about the potential risks and benefits of AI for her/his life.
This Special Conference will consist of presentations by invited speakers, notably leading AI researchers; contributed papers; panels; and general discussions.
The Proceedings of the Special Conference will be published separately and should include highlights from the discussions. They may be ordered at the Conference.
This Special Conference is supported by the International Federation for Systems Research (IFSR).
PAPERS:
Colleagues who wish to contribute papers to the Special Conference are asked to follow the same rules as given for the Eighth European Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems Research (see above).
16-19 September 1985
Dayton Convention Center, Dayton, OH The annual AAAIC '85 Conference will be held in Dayton to establish the present state of the art in artificial intelligence in selected areas of importance. Each session will be keynoted by a prominent researcher who can authoritatively differentiate between present capabilities and research requirements. Practitioners have been selected and invited to present papers on their work by conference chairpersons in conjunction with keynote speakers. This will be an annual conference structured to encourage maximum interaction between participants during sessions and social events. Conference attendance is limited. Exhibits will be open to the public.
FEATURED SPEAKERS
Among the notable speakers with expertise in the area of artificial intelligence, the agenda will include Dr. W. Bledsoe, MCC; Brig. Gen. P. Bouchard, Vice Commander, Aeronautical Systems Division; Dr. B. The Austrian Meeting on Artificial Intelligence will take place at the University of Vienna; it is organized by the Austrian Society for Artificial Intelligence (OGAI).
Papers concerning many aspects of AI will be presented and published in the proceedings. Conference languages are English and German.
In addition to the Meeting, a one-day tutorial offering an introduction to AI will be held on 24 September, and it is possible to visit several tutorial concerning main fields of AI on 25 September. For more detailed information on these tutorials, or on the Meeting, write: 
